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• Implemented detection and optical character 
recognition (OCR) algorithms for the extraction of 
information from driver licenses and the Zoll and 
LIFEPAK vital monitors using smart glasses video 
feed.

• Increased accuracy of extracted data by using 
weighted frame averaging algorithm.

This was done to improve on-the-field outcomes by 
moving time spent on documentation to patient 
care, and by increasing remote physician 
confidence and treatment speed. 

• Smart glasses have only recently been introduced 
within healthcare settings to record and stream 
medical procedures, [1] and there is room for AI 
and Computer Vision.

• In on-the-field emergency medicine, 1-10 minutes 
can be spent obtaining simple information (name, 
birth date, address, ID#). [2]

• Without recording vitals, 43.4% of information can 
be lost. [3] Furthermore, physicians are 2-3x more 
confident and give treatments 2-3x faster when 
they can confirm vitals for themselves. [3]
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Detection and Extraction Algorithm 
• Zoom recording is fed into three components in the 

algorithm: the ID extraction, the vitals extraction, and 
the frame averaging algorithm

Individual Detection and Extraction Algorithms 

• Used YOLOv3 object detection, Hough Transform 
Edge detection and deformation, and Tesseract OCR 
(w/ some localization) to extract data from IDs and 
vitals.

• We would like to thank Dr. Russell Taylor for his 
weekly feedback on this project, and Adam Toll and 
Mark Fedor for providing resources and feedback on 
behalf of MDAirSupport

• Use object detection, deformation, character 
recognition, and frame averaging algorithms.

• Data augment appropriately for the task.

• Construct tests to evaluate algorithm performance.

• Incorporate more types of IDs into algorithm
• Incorporate more types of vitals monitors
• Implement the algorithm into the cloud-based 

workflow using live smart glasses feed.
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Weighted Frame Averaging Algorithm
• Implemented weight frame averaging with inspiration 

from work by Petrova. [4]

• Frames that are in-focus contribute more to a running 
estimation of data.

Component Tests
• Representative images were fed in, and accuracy 

was determined as: detected/total, true transform–
estimated transform, true words/total words.

• 38ms per frame is too slow for 60 fps camera.

Frame Averaging Tests

• Fed representative videos into full algorithm. Frame 
averaging increases accuracies.
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